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2. Student exercises. [Mainly on Latin authors and grammar.] Dec. 1821-April 1822. 8° Notebook.


4.1-2. Lectures on apologetics, delivered to students of the first year in theology at the Free Church College, Edinburgh, 1847-48. 4° 2 v. [52 lectures.]

5.1-2. Lectures on church history, delivered to the Junior Class, Free Church College [the New College], Edinburgh, 1845-55. 4° 2 v. [62 lectures.]

6.1-2. Lectures on church history, delivered to the Senior Class, Free Church College [the New College], Edinburgh, 1845-52. 4° 2 v. [65 lectures.]

7. Lectures, mainly delivered at the opening or closing of sessions, Free Church College [the New College], Edinburgh. 4° 10 lectures, some dated 1847-54. Spine title reads: Occasional lectures.

8. 83 copies of College lectures, mainly on doctrinal history, in various hands. 4° Looseleaf sheets in a box. [Some lectures have dates of delivery noted, 1846-60. Possibly prepared for publication at a later date.]

9. Books forming the library of Principal Cunningham. Edinburgh, 28th February 1862. 4° Notebook. [List made for valuation purposes by Ogle & Murray after the death of Principal Cunningham (14 Dec. 1861).]
